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How-To Guide to  
Digital Seed Crop Certificates 

Replacing the hardcopy-based certificate, digital seed crop certificates are now generated within CSGA’s 
SeedCert platform, where users are able to manage their certificates directly in the platform. 

Introduc�on 
CSGA’s digital crop certificates replace the traditional salmon-colored hardcopy certificates. Hardcopy 
certificates will no longer be sent by regular mail.  Instead, when a certificate is ready, an email will be 
automatically sent to the most recent email address provided to CSGA.  You will receive an email every 
time a certificate is issued and is ready for you in SeedCert.  
 
We encourage you to keep your email address and contact information up to date in your CSGA 
account, to ensure you receive crop certificate notices. To update your information, visit the My 
Account tab in SeedCert or contact the office. If you do not have an email address and do not conduct 
business online, please call the office to discuss options. 
 
Digital certificates were designed to improve processes for members and assignees in several ways, 
including: 

• Faster delivery of a crop certificate to the grower or assignee compared to regular mail 

• Streamlining and digitizing the last seed crop paper process, helping us move towards a single 
window  

• Reducing the risk of transcription errors 

• Providing easy electronic shareability of the crop certificate with other parties 

• Enhancing traceability and verification of the certificate via a QR code that displays the status 
and all updates to a certificate  

• Increasing overall integrity of the seed system with more accurate data 

Please take time to explore the SeedCert space and review this document. If you have questions or 
require assistance accessing your crop certificates for the first time, please contact us at 
support@seedgrowers.ca or call (613) 236-0497 ext. 8803. 

https://members.seedgrowers.ca/CSGAMembers/Login.aspx?lang=en-CA&lang=en-CA
https://members.seedgrowers.ca/CSGAMembers/Login.aspx?lang=en-CA&lang=en-CA
https://members.seedgrowers.ca/CSGAMembers/Login.aspx?lang=en-CA&lang=en-CA
mailto:Support@seedgrowers.ca
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Where to Access Your Digital Cer�ficate 
To access your digital crop certificates, you will need to log into SeedCert. The login page can be found 
by going to seedgrowers.ca and selecting ‘Login’ as seen in the image below. 

 

Upon clicking ‘Login’, you will be navigated to the SeedCert Sign In/Create Account page. 

 

Enter in your account number in the ‘Username’ field and your associated password in the ‘Password’ 
field, then click ‘Sign In’. If you do not have an account, select ‘Create Account’ and follow the prompts 
in order to set up an account to access your digital crop certificates.  

Naviga�ng Digital Cer�ficates 
You will find certificates issued under the ‘Crop Certificates’ tab (shown in red below) in SeedCert. Each 
crop certificate issued to you or your Assignee, or assigned to you, will be seen as a single row in the grid 
(in blue).  

 

https://seedgrowers.ca/
https://seedgrowers.ca/
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Using the filters  
Filters are located on the left side of the grid. Filters allow you to view your crop certificates by year, 
certificate status, assignee and grower. Clicking a filter will show only those crop certificates that meet 
the filter criteria.  

Filters can be used to show:  
• Crop certificates from a specific year. 
• Any certificates without harvested quantity. 
• Certificates that have not been signed. 
• Certificates that have been signed. 

For example, clicking ‘Not Signed’ will show only crop certificates waiting for a signature. To clear an 
applied filter, click ‘Show All’ to see all your crop certificates again. 

The Top Navigation Menu   
At the top of the grid, you will find options to help you manage the information in the grid. You can 
choose to search, declare the quantity of seed harvested, sign the crop certificate declaration, share a 
crop certificate, export the data to Excel, or view a useful How-To video on digital crop certificates. 

Anything present in the grid can be typed in the search field, such as variety name, to pull records. If you 
have used a filter feature on the left, certificates that don’t meet those filter criteria will not show when 
using this search tool. To access the search field, click on the magnification glass icon (circled in yellow in 
the image above and below). Once clicked, a search bar will appear (red in the image below). 

 

When you are done searching, clear the search bar by clicking on the ‘x’ on the far right (circled in green 
in the image above) to see all the certificates again. To close the search tool, click the magnifying glass a 
second time. 

Finalizing a Cer�ficate 
As with the hard copy crop certificate, the digital crop certificates must also include two key 
components: the total quantity of seed (before cleaning) and a signed grower declaration. The 
completion of both these steps finalizes the crop certificate and makes it official.  
 
As new fields complete the certification process, a crop certificate may be updated. As such, we 
recommend signing a crop certificate only once you are sure that the certification on all fields of that 
variety and certification class are complete to avoid needing to sign it multiple times. 

Entering the Amount Harvested  
The harvested quantity is necessary to maintain a credible and verifiable seed certification system and 
prevent fraud.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOau2N1vAUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOau2N1vAUM
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Before the grower declaration on the crop certificate can be signed, first enter the total harvested 
quantity of seed harvested, before cleaning, in kilograms. To enter a harvested quantity, click on the 
arrow at the beginning of the row you wish to update (seen in the image above in red), then click on the 
‘Harvested (KG)’ tab (shown in green) to navigate to that section and select ‘New’ (circled in blue). Once 
selected, a new box will appear. 

 

Required information (shown in yellow above) includes the ‘Entry Type’, ‘Amount (kg)’ and ‘Date’. Under 
‘Entry Type’, select ‘Initial Amount’ then complete the other 2 fields and click ‘Update’ to save the 
change. To increase the quantity, repeat this process however select ‘Add-on Amount’ for the Entry 
Type. Alternatively, if you’ve made a mistake, you can choose ‘Remove Amount’ as the Entry Type. 

The Estimated Quantity tab is provided as a voluntary tool to keep track of your quantities before they 
are finalized. This tab works the same as the Harvested KG tab does.  

While the amount harvested can be updated at any time, if it is updated after the crop certificate is 
signed, you will have to re-sign the crop certificate. Please be sure that this value is final before signing. 
Once a harvested amount is entered, the declaration on the crop certificate can be signed.  

Signing the Crop Certificate 
The declaration presented on the crop certificate must be signed for the certificate to be finalized and 
considered official. To do so, click on the tick box (shown in purple in the image below) to select which 
certificate(s) you wish to sign. Multiple crop certificates can be signed at the same time by manually 
ticking off each box or click the tick box in the column header (shown in green) to sign them all. Then 
click the ‘Step 2: Sign Selected Certificate(s)’ button in the top menu (shown in yellow). 
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Tip: help identify certificates that require a signature using the “Not Signed” filter (shown in grey above).  
 
You can then preview the certificates being signed by clicking ‘Preview Certificates’ (shown in red in the 
image below). 

 

If there are multiple certificates, you can look through each of them. If no further changes are needed 
and no issues noted, click the tick boxes next to the declaration(s) below the images (seen in green in 
the image above). Add your signature, and your certificates are now completed and ready to be 
downloaded, printed or shared with other parties. 

Accessing an Interim Copy 
To support the transition to digital crop certificates for 2021, you may access an interim copy of the crop 
certificate and bypass the steps to declare the harvested quantity of seed and sign the declaration. This 
allows you to access a certificate faster and to return to the platform at a later stage to complete the 
information. Click ‘Access an Uncompleted Certificate’ in the top menu (seen circled in purple in the 
image above). You will need to agree to the declaration, then click ‘Update.’ Once processed, you may 
click on the crop certificate number to access a copy. 

View Your Crop Certificate  
To view a signed certificate, click on the crop certificate number in the grid. See Appendix 1 on where to 
find various pieces of info on your Digital Crop Certificate. 

Digital crop certificates feature a QR (Quick Response) code, a scannable barcode that points to a 
website – in this case, the crop certificate validation page in SeedCert. By clicking on the QR code in the 
upper right corner of your PDF version of your certificate, or by using the camera on a smartphone to 
scan a hard copy certificate, this scannable feature enhances the traceability and verification of the 
certificate.  

The certificate link is also available from the Crop History page. 
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Prin�ng and Sharing 
With digital crop certificates, there is no need to print hard copies. However, for those who still prefer 
paper versions, the digital certificates can be easily printed when you populate or view the PDF version. 

Growers and Assignees have automatic access to their crop certificates, but you can choose to share 
crop certificates with others; with a Registered Seed Establishment (RSE) as an example. To share a 
certificate, select the certificate row and click ‘Share’ in the top bar (circled in green in the image below), 
then click ‘New’ (in purple). Crop certificates can be shared with either a grower-authorized third-party 
account or by inserting a separate email address. When sharing with an account, the certificate will be 
sent to the email addresses that CSGA has associated with that account. 

 

To share to an email address, select ‘Share with Email Recipient’ (circled in red in the image above) in 
the ‘Account Number’ field, and then type an email address in the ‘Share with This Email’ field (circled in 
yellow). You also have the option to include a short message. Click ‘Update’ (circled in orange) to share 
the certificate. 

An email with a link to the validation page for that crop certificate will be automatically sent to the 
recipient. Everyone you have shared the certificate with will have access only to the validation page and 
the most current version of that crop certificate.  

If you accidentally share a certificate or need to withdraw access, click ‘Edit’ (circled in grey in the image 
above) on the left-hand side. Click the checkbox next to ‘Share Disabled’ (circled in blue), then click 
‘Update’ to cancel the share. The row will remain, but the email link will be rendered invalid. If the 
recipient clicks the email link, they will no longer see the crop certificate validation page. 

user@bluetag.com 
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Validation Page 

 

Using the Management Tools 
As on the Crop History page, each row has an arrow on the left-hand side (circled in red in the image 
below). Once clicked, more information is available for you to manage your crop certificates. The other 
tabs not covered in the earlier portion of this document include ‘Fields’, ‘Seed Disposal Record’, ‘Support 
Documents’ and ‘Activity’ (each being circled in green). 

 

Fields Tab 
This tab provides a list of all fields included on that crop certificate and any applicable message codes. 
Only fields with a green checkmark in the Crop History tab appear in this section. If you believe a field is 
missing, please find it on the Crop History tab to see its status in the certification process.  

Seed Disposal Record Tab 
The digital Seed Disposal Record section functions the same way as on the back of a hardcopy crop 
certificate – to track the distribution of the seed as lots are created. To enter data, click ‘New’ and then 
enter the data from the pedigreed seed declarations that have been issued for the seed. Entering this 
data is voluntary and is for your use. You can also download a blank copy of the Seed Disposal Record 
from this tab to send to your RSE. 

Support Documents Tab 
The Support Documents tab allows you to keep all your documentation associated with the crop 
certificate in one digital place. Pedigreed Seed Declarations, Grading Reports, or other materials can be 
uploaded here voluntarily for your convenience and reference. 

Activity Tab 
The Activity tab gives you complete control over your crop certificates by tracking all updates, shares, 
modifications, and previews for each crop certificate. It also tracks the account or email address 
associated with that activity. 
 

The validation page provides information on the 
crop certificate and confirms that it is current 
and valid in CSGA’s records. If the certificate has 
been updated, you will see the current version of 
the certificate on the left. The image on the left 
can be clicked to access and download the most 
current version of the certificate. 
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Appendix 1: The Digital Cer�ficate 
 

QR Code 

Date 
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Variety 
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Certification 
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Declaration 
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